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CHOOSE QUALITY
Remington clothing is made of technological 
materials: it waterproof, windproof, it is resistant to 
mechanical damage, and has good breathable  
properties. The models provide all the necessary 
functional elements that replace additional 
equipment. You just get the most out of your 
hobby.

We love our job and we put a lot of effort into it to 
obtain the best characteristics in clothes and 
equipment. We know how important convenience 
and quality are for a modern person. While 
developing a brand for outdoor activities, we took 
care of its affordability so that any beginner could 
buy the equipment of a professional, and the 
professional would continue to rely on his 
experience.

OUR MISSION
WORKING WITH PEOPLE AND FOR PEOPLE

We always remember that people who will use our 
things are people like us. Therefore, we do it “as for 
ourselves”, delving into the needs of customers. So 
our clothes become more convenient and 
functional — we do not forget about the context of 
their use, and the service is transformed from 
“service” to “care”

VALUES 
BEING HONEST 

Being honest, being responsible for what you 
aredoing and respecting others are simple rules 
thatshould determine relationships both in the 
familyand in work. Remington Synergy World is athe 
company where sons work side by side with 
theirparents. Therefore, family values — are obvious 
andunderstandable — are also company values.
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CLOTHING PRODUCTION: FROM THE FIRST DRAFT TO 
PURCHASE

WE DESIGN
We design the sketches for our future products
ourselves. We are trying to create a "national brand»
that will satisfy the needs of everyone, both amateur
and professional..

WE SEW
All the products are sewn on professional 
equipment.Only from high quality, practical, and 
wear-resistantmaterials. Also, our products use high-
quality andreliable accessories.

WE GUARANTEE
We are responsible for our products even after the 
sale.To achieve a high level of clothing and 
footwear, aswell as accessories products quality 
control is carriedout at each stage of production.
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COSTUMES:
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Cold protection
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Climatic Extreme is a highly 
waterproofbreathable material. Three layers 
systemconsists of outer textile, membrane, 
andlining. The membrane provides the 
mainproperties of the material. Climatic 
Extremeis a thin fluoroplastic membrane 
thathas a large number of holes persquare unit. 

Steam (sweat)

Wind

Rain

External fabric

Membrane

 Lining

Breath

Wind

Rain

External fabric

Membrane

Lining

Windproof
Quick dry

Warm and soft

Improved 
water resistance

Effective heat transfer

Climatic Pro is a membrane that provides 
protection from wind and weather. Due to 
absolute windproof and maximum vapor 
permeability, products with Climatic Pro will 
longer keep comfortable state in different 
weather conditions and activities. 

ProHeat is premium — class insulation. It has 
high breathability. It is hypoallergenic and safe 
for the skin. Hi-tech technologies were used in 
developing the fiber that allowed to imitate 
natural down. ProHeat is composite insulation. 
It consists of microfibers that hold air and fibers 
of large diameter that increase its’ volume.

It provides high heat insulating 
propertiesper weight unit and a compact 
appearance product. ProHeat has a 
hugeadvantage — it is waterproof. All the 
products with this insulation completely 
restore their form after compression and 
deformation.

Those holes are very small in size, therefore, 
water molecules in vapor form are passing 
through the membrane, however, water 
drops due to their larger size do not.

Climatic Pro is perfect for intense outdoor 
activities such as hunting, fishing, etc. in 
any weather conditions

DWR
DWR is one of the most used acronyms in the 
world of outdoor apparel and gear. It stands for 
"durable water repellent" and is used to process 
various fabrics that are used in tailoring, 
backpacks, awnings, and even sleeping bags. Fabric

DWR impregnation

Water
DWR is a layer of durable hydrophobic polymer 
that is applied to the material and forms a 
specific structure that reduces the surface 
tension coefficient. This causes water droplets to 
roll off the treated material without wetting it.

Lining
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UNLIMITED LINE 
Remington fabrics meet all the requirements, namely:
• Preservation of optimal body temperature
• Independence from weather conditions
• Low noise level
• Breathability
• Wear resistance
• Waterproof
• Lightweight
• Ergonomics
You will forget about all the problems as soon as you put on Remington. Behind is 
experiencing, ahead is an adventure.

Stylish Remington gear for ultimate comfort. Recognizable 
design, adaptive, design features, and optimal technological 
characteristics. In this line, you can comfortably stay alone with 
nature for as long as you want. UNLIMITED! For hunting and 
outdoor activities, we use fabrics created using the latest 
technologies  Climatic Pro, Climatic Extreme membranes, Pro —
Heat insulation, and much more.

INFINITY LINE 
Remington equipment compares favorably with analogs:
• Increased moisture resistance and moisture repellency;
• Improved vapor permeability;
• Preservation of heat;
• Manufacturability;
• Extremely high wear resistance;
• Increased ease.
All this creates the effect of a confident cocoon of safety, comfort, and confidence in 
every next step of the Remington wearer.

City life revolves around you. This dynamic charges with new 
energy. Get comfortable in the rhythm of the city with 
Remington. UNIVERSAL LINE — stylish city wear for every day. 
Comfortable and practical clothing models, laconic design, and 
the presence of all the necessary technological features give 
confidence on a walk and driving in the city stream.

UNIVERSAL LINE  
Requirements for this line:
• Convenience;
• Reliability;
• A combination of quality and simplicity;
• Compliance with the type of recreation and climate.
Make expectations a reality? There are no impossible tasks for Remington.

The most technologically advanced line from the Remington 
collection. INFINITY is the quintessence of stylish solutions and 
technologies of the 21st century. Advanced equipment design 
will give the wearer a significant head start in competition with 
other hunters. “Well, he’s in Remington, he can be everywhere!”. 
The idea of   our developers initially lies in the awareness of the 
situation when you have to overcome difficulties and obstacles.

INFINITY LINE 
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10 11

Внутренняя куртка

Внешняя куртка

INFINITY LINE

BLIZZARD 3 IN 1

Art. RM 1055-993/995
Collection  Innity line— 
Sizes S-3XL
Winter
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Extreme 
Insulation: Pro Heat

The unique transforming suit consists of an outer jacket, semi-overalls, 
and a jacket-liner. Straight-cut outer jacket. Climatic Extreme 
membrane that provides absolute windproof, and maximum vapor 
permeability. The elbow is protected by dense fabric. The liner jacket 
serves as additional insulation and, if necessary, can be removed. 
Comfortable cuffs with finger slits. The semi-overalls have a free cut 
that does not restrict movement.

Аrt. RM 1055-993 Аrt. RM 1055-995

WINTER

PRO HUNTING CLUB
 Remington Pro Hunting Club is an innovative winter costume that is 
made according to updated technology and meets all modern 
standards. Due to the high collar with a lining, as well as a heater that 
has the properties of goose down, the costume can withstand wide 
temperature ranges. In addition, the insulation does not deform at all 
during washing and wear and retains its original form. The suit is 
completely waterproof and has increased breathing ability.

Art. RM 1010-991 / 993
Collection - Unlimited line
Size S-3XL
Winter
100% Polyester
Membrane: Climatic Pro
Insulation: Pro Heat
  

Аrt. RM 1010-993

UNLIMITED LINE

Аrt. RM 1010-991

Art. RM 1010-993

WINTER
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12 13

NECESSITY
The unrivaled warmth of down in a Climatic Pro 
casing —  is a suit for too low temperatures. The suit  
embodies the perfection of form and function. 
Compact, with anatomical cut, the clothes follow 
the contours of your body, giving you comfort and 
freedom of movement. Its many features include 
inner cuffs, a waterproof front zip, an insulated 
hood, chest and hand pockets, and even a decoy 
pocket. The out side is made of lightly brushed 
material that reduces noise to a minimum. The 
jacket is shortened, designed to be worn together 
with semi-overalls. Overalls with zippers for 2/3 of 
the length of the trousers for the convenience of 
wearing any shoes. Very lightweight but one of the 
warmest suits in the collection. 

Аrt. RM 1054-999
Collection  Innity line— 
Sizes S-3XL
Winter
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Extreme
Insulation: 90% down 10% feather

INFINITY LINE

WINTER

SNAG 

Art. RM 1046-903
Collection —  Unlimited line
Size S-3XL 
Winter
85% polyester, 15% nylon
Membrane: Climatic Pro
Insulation: Pro Heat

The Remington Snag winter suit is made from soft, velvety polyester on 
the outside, providing silent movement. The suit features a loose fit 
and numerous adjustments. Elastic inserts and adjustable straps are 
located on the sides of the high-bib overalls, allowing it to fit well on 
any body shape. 

WINTER

UNLIMITED LINE
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14 15

WINTER CYCLONE

Art. FM 1022-010
Collection  — Unlimited line
Size S-3XL
Winter
100% Polyester
Membrane: Climatic Extreme
Insulation: Pro Heat

The Remington Winter Cyclone ice fishing suit is designed for use in 
extreme weather conditions (rain, snow, wind, severe cold, blizzard). 
A set of windproof and waterproof clothing for demanding users.

UNLIMITED LINE

WINTER WINTER

Аrt. RM 1035 989  605-  /
Collection  Unlimited line — 
Sizes S-3XL
Winter 
Outer layer: 100% nylon
Inner layer: 100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Pro 
DWR-impregnation
 

Inner layer

Outer layer

DWR

UNLIMITED LINE

Аrt. RM 1035-605

 The Remington Reflex Interchange 4 in 1 Winter Forest suit is one of 
the most versatile pieces in the Remington collection. The model 
consists of two independent suites, each of which can be worn both 
together and separately. The upper suite is made of a technological 
membrane Climatic Pro with indicators. The inner suit is made of soft, 
breathable fleece fabric that is pleasant to the body and has good 
thermal insulation due to the fleecy structure.

REFLEX INTERCHANGE
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LIFEGUARD

Аrt. FM 1011-036
Collection  Unlimited line— 
Sizes S-4XL
Winter
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Extreme 
Insulation: Pro Heat + EPE

The main feature of the Remington 
Lifeguard overalls is their ability to stay on 
the surface of the water, like a bobber, 
while the user does not get wet. On the 
sleeves of the upper part of the product, 
there are adjustable cuffs, which you 
adjust to the parameters of your hand, a 
neck with adjustable drawstrings. Visor 
protects the face from precipitation. 
Remington is also concerned by safety. 
Overalls are equipped with reflective 
elements, a signal whistle, and bright color 
accents.

+ EPE

UNLIMITED LINE

WINTER

UNLIMITED LINE

Art. FM 1010-306
Collection - Unlimited line
Size S-5XL
Winter
100% Polyester
Membrane: Climatic Pro
Insulation: ProHeat

The Remington Real Fishing suit is made from soft, plush polyester on 
the outside, providing nearly complete silence during movement. 
Inside the suit, there is an insulating layer made of fleece fabric. The 
suit has a loose fit and numerous adjustments. Elastic inserts and 
adjustable suspenders are provided on the high bib, allowing it to fit 
perfectly on any body shape. 

REAL FISHING

WINTER
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DEMI-SEASON

СURRENT GRAY

Art. FM 1027-013
Collection - Unlimited line
Size S-3XL
Demi-season
100% Polyester,
Inserts 100% nylon 
lining 100% polyester.
Membrane: Climatic Pro

The Remington Current Gray is a mid-season suit designed for 
comfortable fishing in any weather. The membrane material provides 
reliable protection against precipitation and wind while maintaining 
optimal moisture levels inside the clothing. The suit features a modern 
design, and high functionality, and is lightweight and compact when 
folded. All internal seams are taped.

UNLIMITED LINE

HIMALAYAN
The Remington Himalayan costume is perfect for outdoor activities, 
hunting, fishing and off-road driving. This model is made of durable, 
tensile and breathable material. It will protect you from moisture, 
cold wind and insects. Its technological surface will repel dust and 
dirt. The jacket is equipped with many thoughtful pockets. It also has 
a hood with a visor that will provide protection. Pants have a unique 
anatomical cut that provides comfort of movement. Due the 
adjustable cuffs on the pants in the ankle area, it is easy to fix the 
trousers over the boots.
Аrt. RM 1014-903 / 922 / 991 / 993 / 995 / 997
Collection  Unlimited line—
Sizes S-4XL
Demi-season
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Pro

Аrt. RM 1014-995

Аrt. RM 1014-903

UNLIMITED LINE

Аrt. RM 1014-922

REMINGTON

Аrt. RM 1014-993 Аrt. RM 1014-997

Аrt. RM 1014-991Аrt. RM 1014-922

DEMI-SEASON
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Art. RM 1013-993 Art. RM 1013-995 

INFINITY LINE

STORMFRONT
Due to the latest technology of gluing the seams, 
you will not get wet even under heavy rainfall. 
There are several pockets under the zipper on the 
jacket. The hood is self-adjusting. narrowed closer 
to the hands and does not let the wind and 
precipitation inside. On the back of the product, in 
the lumbar and buttocks area, there is an 
additional protective fabric, for example, if you sit 
down in nature on something wet, this fabric will 
protect you from getting wet.

Art. RM 1013-993 / 995 
Collection  Innity line—
Sizes S-4XL
Demi-season
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Extreme

DEMI-SEASON

UNLIMITED LINE

Art. RM 1026-991 / 993 / 995 / 997
Collection —  Unlimited line
Sizes S-3XL
Demi-season
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Pro 

Аrt. RM 1026-993Аrt. RM 1026-991

Аrt. RM 1026-997Аrt. RM 1026-995

XM ELITE
The Remington XM Elite costume is made of soft, breathable fabric. 
The suit has an excellent air distribution system, therefore moisture 
quickly evaporates due to the large area. The costume is great for 
hunting and does not make rustling sounds. The inner side of the 
costume has a honeycomb structure, which provides air circulation. 
The jacket is equipped with an adjustable hood, a secure zipper, four 
external zip pockets, an internal pocket, and waterproof cuffs on 
sleeves. Pants have a unique anatomical cut that provides the 
comfort of movement and comfortable, capacious pockets.

DEMI-SEASON
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DEMI-SEASON
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UNLIMITED LINE

The Remington Stalker suit is a part of a range of low-noise, 
windproof clothing. This costume is designed for tourism, hunting, 
fishing, as well as extreme hiking and traveling. The seamy side of 
the suit is made of thick, but lightweight and breathable fleece. The 
dense, warm fabric is windproof and waterproof.

Art. RM 1006-991 / 993 / 997
Collection - Unlimited line
Size S-3XL
Demi-season
100% Polyester
DWR impregnation

STALKER

Аrt. RM 1006-991 Аrt. RM 1006-993

DWR

Аrt. RM 1006-991

DEMI-SEASON

STALKER RENEWED 
Silent material Remington suit. Soft, breathable fabric with 
DWR impregnation has increased elasticity, and provides an 
ergonomic fit for any type of figure.

Art. RM 1016-903 / 991 / 995
Collection - Unlimited line
Size S-4XL 
Demi-season
100% Polyester
DWR impregnation

UNLIMITED LINE

DWR

Аrt. RM 1016-903

Аrt. RM 1016-991Аrt. RM 1016-903

DEMI-SEASON
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UNLIMITED LINE
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DEMI-SEASON
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NIGHT COYOTE
The demi-season Remington “Night Coyote” costume will be perfect for 
any type of holiday. It is made with innovative technology of insulation, 
which gives it the opportunity to be both warm and light at the same 
time. Costume consists of an upper jacket, semi-overalls. Jacket has a 
removable, adjustable drawstring hood with a small visor. The hood is 
fixed under the chin with a special Velcro flap. The jacket is fastened 
with a zipper and a windproof valve with Velcro. For greater comfort, 
the main lining is made of soft and warm fleece. The sleeves are 
equipped with internal elastic cuffs with Velcro straps which you can 
adjust.
The semi-overalls have a free, not constraining movement cut. High 
back protects you from cold air. Elastic at the waist allows you to 
securely fill the sweater.

Art. RM 1031-991
Collection - Unlimited line
Size S-4XL
Demi-season
100% Polyester
Membrane: Climatic Pro

UNLIMITED LINE

DEMI-SEASON

UNIVERSAL JAEGER
The Remington Universal Jaeger suit is made from silent, durable, 
windproof fabric, ensuring the body does not experience unnecessary 
heat loss. The jacket's feature: double-sided.

Аrt. RM 1020-997 
Collection — Unlimited line
Size S-3XL 
Demi-season
100% polyester
Mmbrane: Climatic Pro

UNLIMITED LINE

DEMI-SEASON
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ТIGER
The Remington Tiger suit is a universal model 
for outdoor enthusiasts. The model takes into 
account all the moments to ensure comfort 
and maximum protection from rain and wind. 
The wear-resistant membrane is easy to 
clean from dirt, making the suit suitable for 
ATVs or motocross riding. All seams are 
securely sealed with thermal tape for 
maximum moisture protection. Many 
functional adjustments will help ensure a 
comfortable fit on different body types.

Art. FM 1009-010
Collection - Unlimited line
Size S-4XL
Demi-season
100% Polyester
Membrane: Climatic Extreme

UNLIMITED LINE

DEMI-SEASON

DUCK HUNTING 
The Remington Duck Hunting suit is made of silent material and is 
suitable for both fishing and hunting. The anatomical cut of the set 
provides freedom of movement. The sleeve is equipped with a 
zippered pocket with a detachable, bright strap for added safety.

Art. RM 1090-995
Collection - Unlimited line
Size S-4XL
Summer
100% Polyester
Membrane: Climatic Pro

UNIVERSAL LINE

SUMMER
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SUMMER

ALABAMA PROFESSIONAL
The suit is made of lightweight, breathable material. It can be used as 
an independent product in the summer and as an insulating layer in 
the demi-season and winter.

*MAIN DIFFERENCES FROM RM 1056
Hood Cuffs on jacket sleeves
Elastic waistband
Zippers on jacket and trousers pockets

Art. RM 1057-903 / 993 / 997
Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL 
100% Polyester
Summer 

Art. RM 1057-903

Аrt. RM 1057-903 Аrt. RM 1057-993

UNIVERSAL LINE

Аrt. RM 1057-997

SUMMER

Аrt. RM 1056-991 Art. RM 1056-995

UNIVERSAL LINE

The Alabama Summer hunting suit is made of lightweight, breathable 
material. The model is made of modern technological materials that 
repel water and dirt. Also, the material of the costume has excellent 
strength and elasticity. That is an ideal option for walking or hunting. 
You will not get tired of moving around in different terrain quickly due 
to its ergonomics. The lining of this suit is soft, pleasant to the body, 
and keeps you warm. The stand-up collar and edges have a soft 
lining, so the probability of rubbing the neck with the main fabric is 
reduced.

ALABAMA SUMMER

Art. RM 1056-991/995
Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL
Summer
100% Polyester
  

Art. RM 1056-993 Art. RM 1056-997
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Art. RM 1056-993 Art. RM 1056-997
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UV
PROTECT

Art. RM 1082-922
Collection - Universal line
Size S-3XL
Summer
92% polyester, 8% spandex

ARIZONA SAFARI
The Remington Arizona Safari Suit is made from breathable fabric that 
wicks sweat away, no matter how hard you exercise. UPF 50+ 
technology protects against harsh sun rays. 4-way stretch fabric 
provides unrestricted mobility. Silent technology prevents rustling, 
helping you stay quiet when you need it.

UNIVERSAL LINE

SUMMER

UNIVERSAL LINE

INSECT BLOCKER
Anti-mosquito Suit Remington Insect Blocker Timber. In this model, 
everything is thought out to the smallest details, for reliable 
protection against ticks and mosquitoes. Inline cuffs, traps on the 
sleeves and trousers, and a special skirt at the waist. Anti-mosquito 
net for face protection, which can be hidden in a separate pocket. 
The fabric is processed at the factory with a special impregnation 
that repels insects and can withstand up to 100 washes.

Art. RM 1073-991
Collection - Universal line
Size S-3XL
100% Polyester
Summer

SUMMER
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HAY WAVE GRAPHITE 
Summer suit for fishing and outdoor activities. It has additional 
protection from durable fabric in places of increased wear. High 
stand-up collar with built-in adjustable hood, zipped wind flap, 
drawstring at the bottom of the jacket, and adjustable cuffs to 
protect against rain and wind. Comfortable pants with removable 
suspenders and an elasticated waistband fit perfectly on any figure 
and do not hinder movement. The trousers have two pockets with a 
waterproof zipper and additional zippers at the bottom of the 
trousers for ease of use with different types of shoes.

Art. FM 1004-013
Collection - Innity line
Size S-4XL
100% nylon with PVC coating
Summer

INFINITY LINE

SUMMER

HEAT STRATEGY 
Jacket in a classic style, an optimal choice for everyday wear in the 
city. Thanks to the modern Pro Heat insulation and a heat-reflective 
lining, it provides comfort up to minus 20 degrees.

Art. UM 1760-407
Collection - Universal line
Size S-3XL
Winter
100% Polyester
Insulation: 90% down, 10% feather
  

UNIVERSAL LINE

STONE JUNGLE 
Military-style demi-season jacket is ideal for urban use. Pro Heat 
insulation provides a comfortable temperature down to minus 10 
degrees. The hood and wind flap provide reliable protection from 
wind and rain.

Art. UM 1757-019
Collection - Universal line
Size S-3XL
Demi-season
100% Polyester
Insulation: Pro Heat

DEMI-SEASON / WINTER
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DEMI-SEASON / WINTER
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PATCHWORK
Original bomber jacket, in patchwork technique with stand-up collar, 
front zip fastening, long sleeves, and side welt pockets.

Art. UM 1143-980
Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL
Demi-season
100% nylon

  

UNIVERSAL LINE

SWAT BLACK 
The Remington Swat Black Jacket is made of a mix of fabrics for a 
comfortable fit and durability. ProHeat insulation allows you to wear the 
jacket at temperatures down to zero degrees. Functional pockets and 
adjustments allow you to organize all your items and comfortably fit the 
model to your figure. 

Art. TM 1172-010
Collection - Universal line
Size S-3XL
Demi-season
100% Polyester
Insulation: Pro Heat

DEMI-SEASON

UNIVERSAL LINE

SUMMER

Art. FM 4400-367
Collection - Unlimited line
Size S-4XL
Summer
100% PU

The Remington New PU Waterproof raincoat is a multifunctional 
and practical garment. In rainy and windy weather, you do not 
have to worry about your comfort. The model is made of 
polyurethane. This is a soft, elastic material, in addition, things 
made of this fabric are worn for a long time, do not change their 
properties, and do not deform after washing.  This raincoat is your 
100% moisture protection. The cut of the coat is wide, which will 
not impede any movements and will sit perfectly on any figure. 
The deep hood will protect from precipitation and gusts of wind, 
in addition, it can be easily removed into the collar, thereby not 
interfering with movement. 

NEW PU WATERPROOF 
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EQUINOX 
Art. RM 1408-304
Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL
Demi-season
100% Polyester

The insulated Remington Equinox vest is made from durable 
water-repellent material. It features a straight cut design.

POWDER LITE
Art. RM 1430-903
Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL
Demi-season
100% nylon
Heater: 100% polyester

An elegant vest for the demi-season period: fitted cut, moisture-
resistant material, two spacious welt pockets, and a pocket for 
documents.

UNIVERSAL LINE UNLIMITED LINE

COMFORTABLE FISHING 
The Remington Comfortable Fishing Dark Olive vest is an 
important piece of equipment. Many pockets of different sizes 
allow you to have everything you need at hand and evenly 
distribute the load. The style and length of the vest allow you to 
wear any base layer under it - the movements of the arms and 
body will remain free.

Art. FM 1402-903
Collection - Unlimited line
Size S-4XL
Summer
93% nylon, 7% spandex

DEMI-SEASON DEMI-SEASON

Hoodie Remington Hunting Brave EMP universal model for almost any 
season. Made from durable polyester with excellent wind protection, 
the soft microfleece inner layer provides the necessary comfort at 
low temperatures while retaining warmth. A warm hood with a 
drawstring adjustment will not interfere with all-around visibility and 
additionally protect against bad weather.

НUNTING BRAVE

Art. RM 1106-966
Collection - Universal line
Size S-3XL
Demi-season
100% Polyester

UNIVERSAL LINE

A practical men's hoody with a zipped pocket is perfect for active 
leisure, sports, outdoor strolls, hunting, and fishing. Its comfortable cut 
allows for unrestricted movement. The soft inner layer made of fleece 
ensures comfort and warmth, while the adjustable two-layer hood 
protects against sudden gusts of wind. The sleeves are equipped with 
cuffs, providing additional protection against drafts and wear and tear 
on the garment. 

METROPOLIS RELIEF 

Art. UM 1196-019
Collection - Universal line
Size S-3XL
Demi-season
40% cotton, 60% polyester
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WEATHER
The Remington fleece jacket will give you comfort; it can be 
either an independent item or a second layer. Soft fleece does 
not irritate the skin and retains heat well.

Art. RM 1103-906
Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL
Demi-season
100% Polyester

UNIVERSAL LINE

POLAR DREAM
Sweatshirt Remington Polar Dream Dark Olive is a practical 
model that can be used as an independent item, and as an 
insulating layer in the demi-season and winter period. The model 
is made of wear-resistant, quick-drying fabric, thanks to which it 
perfectly retains its shape even after a large number of washes.

Art. RM 1107-903/991/993
Collection - Unlimited line
Size S-3XL
Demi-season
100% Polyester

The Remington Second layer sweatshirt is a practical model that 
can be used as an insulating layer or as a stand-alone product. 
Soft fleece material wicks away moisture, dries quickly, and is a 
heat conductor when working with a membrane top layer of 
clothing.

SECOND LAYER
Art. RH 1117-906
Size S-4XL
Demi-season
90% polyester, 10% spandex

DEMI-SEASON

CADIZ 
Zip hood jacket for outdoor activities and hunting. The jacket has 
a relatively snug fit and is made from a stretchy fabric that makes 
it easy to move.

Art. RM 1127-903
Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL
80% cotton, 20% polyester
Demi-season

SUSSEX 
Zip jacket for outdoor activities and hunting. The jacket has a 
relatively snug fit and is made from a stretchy fabric that makes it 
easy to move.

Art. RM 1128-903
Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL
100% Polyester
Demi-season

UNIVERSAL LINE

DEMI-SEASON
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DEMI-SEASON
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UNLIMITED LINE

AVAILABILITY 
The long sleeve is made from a heat-regulating and quick-
drying blend of natural and synthetic wool to keep you 
comfortable even when you work hard.

Art. RM 1325-903
Collection - Unlimited line
Size S-3XL
87% polyester 13% wool
Demi-season

SCOTLAND 
Men's shirt is made of soft and warm fabric. The 
model is perfect for walking and outdoor activities.

Art. RM 1208-934
Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL
91% polyester, 9% wool
Demi-season

DEMI-SEASON SUMMER

UNIVERSAL LINE

SUNNY DAY 
A technical shirt is a great choice for every day. The 
model is perfect for walking and outdoor activities.

Art. FM 1207-309
Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL
100% nylon
Summer

Art. FM 1706-010
Collection - Universal line
Size S-3XL
90% polyester, 10% spandex
Summer

SUNNY DAY 
Men's shorts are ideal for summer hiking and outdoor activities. 
The model is made of modern material, which will protect it from 
sunlight.
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IDLER 
Stylish and modern trousers in military style are 
perfectly suitable for both everyday life and active 
sports. The model has many pockets.

Art. UM 2206-903
Collection — Universal line
Размер S-4XL
100% хлопок
Демисезон

UNIVERSAL LINE

Art. RR 98991-306
one size
100% polyester 
Buckle: metal

The Remington waist belt will keep you secure in any 
weather. The presented model will be especially 
convenient for use by hunters, fishermen, and tourists, in 
addition, it will also be suitable for everyday wear. This 
versatility is achieved through the design and color of the 
belt. length 125 cm

TACTICAL OLIVE

DEMI-SEASON

UNIVERSAL LINE

HUNTING SHIRTS

Art. RM 1305-991 / 993 / 995
Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL
100% Polyester
All Seasons

The Remington Shirt is for those who value the practicality 
and versatility of clothing. This model can be used 
outdoors, during fishing, hunting, tourism, and it will also be 
convenient to play sports. The soft, tactilely pleasant, 
elastic fabric of the product contains spandex. Because of 
that, the T-shirt is light, does not wrinkle, dirt and stains can 
be easily removed from it, the color will delight you with its 
brightness for a long time. In warm weather, this T-shirt can 
be used as the main item, and it is designed for the 
bottom, "breathable" layer in cold weather.

Аrt. RM 1305-991 Аrt. RM 1305-993

Аrt. RM 1307-991

Аrt. RM 1305-995

DEMI-SEASON
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INSIDE FIT II
The Remington Inside Fit II Safari T-shirt is made from a soft and 
stretchy material that feels comfortable on the body and doesn't 
restrict movement. In the summer, it will protect you from the sun's 
rays thanks to UPF 50+ technology. In the demi-season and winter, it 
will be an excellent base layer to remove moisture from the body.

Art. RM 1321-922
Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL
All Seasons
95% polyester, 5% spandex

UNIVERSAL LINE

DEMI-SEASON

Art. FM 1300-357
Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL
Summer
100% Polyester

FISHING AREA 
Fishing T-shirt with long sleeves. In the warm season, the presented 
model will be an excellent option as the main clothing, and in the 
chilly period, it will become a reliable basic item.

UNIVERSAL LINE

The T-shirt is made of soft and pleasant fabric. Designed to be worn in 
warm weather, and can also be used as a breathable bottom layer 
in the cold season. Due to its free cut, the t-shirt is well suited for 
hunting and fishing, as well as for active walks in the fresh air.

Art. RM 1307-922 / 991 / 993 / 995 / 997
Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL
100% cotton
 

REMINGTON

SUMMER

Art. RM 1307-922 Art. RM 1307-991

Art. RM 1307-997 Art. RM 1307-993Art. RM 1307-995
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T-shirt with a straight cut. Made 
from cotton, provides 
comfortable fit and pleasant 
tactile sensations.

SUN TREK 
Art. UM 1318-013

Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL

100% cotton

Military-style cotton T-shirt with a 
loose fit and a patch pocket on the 
chest. A great option for both the 
city and for outdoor activities.

NEVER STOP
Art. UM 1317-306

Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL

100% cotton

Soft T-shirt in military style. The 
main fabric is 100% cotton, the 
bottom fabric is 100% nylon. 
Patch on the chest.

EASY
Art. UM 1316-011

Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL

100% cotton
Insert: 100% nylon

Polo with stripes on the shoulders. 
Loose fit, classic collar, two-button 
placket. Short sleeves.

LIGHTNING
Art. UM 1313-011

Collection - Universal line
Size S-4XL

100% cotton

UNIVERSAL LINE

SUMMER

High breathability returns its body’s heat by 20% and allows to dry quickly.
Has innovative technology of “smart” thermoregulation. This technology 
does not only preserve the natural warmth, but also removes excess 
moisture to the outside. The heat retention increases up to 20%. The 
advantage of REFLECTIVE technology is that heat resistance is achieved 
not by increasing the thickness of the insulation, but by use of reflective 
lining.

THERMAL REFLECTIVE

Art. RH 2014-010 Men's             RL 2014-010 Women's

Size S-3XL                                   Size XS-3XL

90% polyester, 10% spandex, 170 gsm

Fleecy, elastic, well-fitting tissue creates a microclimate around the 
body. The synthetic composition of the fabric provides high vapor 
permeability, quick drying. Tight fit and flat seams for ease of 
movement and better thermoregulation. Used as a base layer.

ACTIVE EXPEDITION

Art. RH 2016-934 Men's        RL 2016-934 Women's

Size S-4XL                             Size XS-2XL

95% polyester, 5% spandex
Insulation: 350 gsm eece

WINTER
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INTENSIVE CAMO
ÒThermal underwear Remington Intensive Camo is a new 
model from the brand Remington. The material of the fabric 
is 88% polyester and 12% elastane. Inside, the fabric has a 
soft microfleece of 250 gsm, which allows you to keep warm 
at temperatures down to -35 degrees. The fabric of the 
product is thin, which makes the model invisible under the 
main clothing. The special structure of the fabric with an 
inner layer of microfleece allows you to effectively remove 
and redistribute moisture from the body during physical 
activity.

Art. RH 2017-935 Men's           RL 2017-935 Women's

Size S-4XL                                 Size XS-2XL

88% polyester, 12% elastane, 250 g/m².
  

HEAT GENERATION
Remington Heat Generation thermal underwear is the best 
choice for cold climates. Dual-layer stretch fabric provides 
body comfort and fast steam wicking. Built-in heating elements 
allow you to quickly reach a comfortable temperature and 
keep warm (power bank not included). The model has three 
heating modes, each of which is indicated by a color indicator 
on the power button. The model has a separate connection of 
the jacket and trousers, which allows you to achieve a 
comfortable temperature in the desired area of the body.

Art. RH 2018-934
Size S-4XL
90% polyester, 10% spandex, 140 gsm
Insulation: 90% polyester, 10% spandex, 140 gsm

WINTER
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The presented model can be used for hunting, fishing, hiking, during sports activities and is suitable for everyday wear. 
The lining of the accessory is warm, soft, and pleasant to the body. The upper material is durable and dense, will not let 
the cold pass, and will protect you from wind and precipitation. The edges of the model are treated with additional 
fabric, so there will be no unpleasant sensations on the skin and rubbing. Such a hat will be durable in use and will not 
lose its quality and attractive appearance.

REMINGTON DESCENT 
Аrt. RM 1518-991 / 993 / 999
Size S/M  L/XL
Demi-season
100% polyester

Аrt. RM 1518-993 Аrt. RM 1518-991 Аrt. RM 1518-999 

FORMING

Art. RM 1541-906
Size S/M L/XL
Demi-season

100% Polyester

Fleece hat designed to provide optimal comfort 
at temperatures below 0°C.

ТIGHT KNIT

Art. RM 1544-906
Size S/M L/XL
Demi-season

50% wool 50% polyester

Double-sided hat for outdoor activities, providing 
protection against cold air and precipitation. 

NORTH ICE

Art. RM 1548-906
Size S/M L/XL

Winter
100% Polyester

The Remington hat with earflaps for hunting 
and outdoor activities will effectively protect 
against cold wind and precipitation, while 
the soft lining will retain warmth.

DEMI-SEASON / WINTER DEMI-SEASON / WINTER

ЕARFLAPS

Art. RM 1543-906
Size S/M L/XL
Demi-season

80% wool 20% polyester

The hunting cap will reliably protect against snow 
and wind. The DWR impregnation ensures water 
resistance. The wide visor of the cap protects against 
direct sunlight.

MOLDING CAP

Art. RM 1542-306
Size S/M  L/XL
Demi-season

100% polyester

Fleece hat for hunters, anglers, and 
outdoor enthusiasts. Made from high-
quality fleece, it withstands significant 
drops in temperature during the winter 
period and protects against the wind. 

РROTECTION

Art. RM 1547-999
Sizes S/M L/XL

Winter
100% Polyester

The Remington Protection cap will protect your 
ears from the wind and precipitation. The soft 
fleece lining will retain warmth. The cap's wide 
visor will save you from direct sunlight.

TACTIC GREEN

Art. RM 1509-305
one size

Demi-season
100% Polyester

The double-sided cap is made of lightweight 
polyester. Provides good heat protection and, 
at the same time sufficient vapor permeability 
to keep the head dry.

ЕASE

Art. RM 1545-991 / 995
Size S/M  L/XL
Demi-season

100% Polyester

Hunting cap for the demi-season. The 
model is designed in a camouflage color 
to complete the set with outerwear.

Art. RM 1545-991 Art. RM 1545-995
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TACTICAL SOFT

Art. RM 1510-993
one size

Demi-season
100% Polyester

The Remington Tactical Soft Figure Kit will reliably protect you 
from extreme cold, wind, and precipitation. The presented set 
consists of a hat and a snood. Immediately, you can wear them 
both together and separately. The edges of the chest are 
treated with a soft cloth, so the risk of chafing the skin is 
minimized. A big plus of the snood is that it has a loose fit; it is 
easy to adjust it on your own: put it on higher or lower. Also, this 
attribute will perfectly protect the neck, part of the face, and 
part of the chest area from wind and precipitation.

DEMI-SEASON

PROTECTION AGAINST

Art. RUA13-013
One size

Demi-season
100% Polyester

The Remington Reliable Protection mask 
is designed to protect the respiratory 
tract, but at the same time can be used 
as a snood, protecting against adverse 
weather conditions.
 

RELIABLE PROTECTION

Art. RUA12-010
One size

Demi-season
100% polyester

Balaclava Remington Protection Against is great at protecting 
the face, head, and neck from wind and cold breeze. The 
high-quality fabric of the product is soft, does not allow 
overheating, keeps warm, is elastic, does not deform after 
wearing and washing.

Remington Torro Black Gloves are specially designed to make your 
fishing and hunting as comfortable as possible. There is additional 
fabric in the area of the fingers and palm, which allows you to 
comfortably hold any objects.

TORRO BLACK

Art. RM 1660-010
Size S/M L/XL
Demi-season
100% Polyester

Remington Activ Gloves are equipped with drawstring cuffs for a snug, 
secure fit that protects your hands from moisture and precipitation.

ACTIV

Art. RM 1623-906 / 991 / 993 / 995 / 999 / 010
Size S/M L/XL
Winter
100% Polyester

Art. RM 1623-991 Art. 3 RM 1623-99

Art. 5 RM 1623-99 Art. RM 1623-999 Art. RM 1623-010

Art. RM 1623-906

DEMI-SEASON / WINTER
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Remington Hunter Gloves are designed for use during the 
demi-season. The product is made of fleece- it is a soft, 
breathable material. It can keep internal warmth. In 
addition, even when wet, this fabric will keep you warm.

HUNTER

Art. RM 1608-991 / 993
Size S/M L/XL
100% Polyester
Demi-season

Art. 08 RM 16 -991 Art. 08 3 RM 16 -99

Remington Gloves Places  — will be appreciated by 
the lovers of hunting and fishing. The material of the 
product is durable, dirt can be easily removed from 
it. In the wrist area, there are inserts made of 
additional fabric. It is worth noting the rather long 
cuff of the product.

PLACES

Art. RM 1622-306 / 991 / 993 / 995  / 010
Size S/M L/XL
97% polyester 3% spandex
Demi-season

Art. RM 1622-991 Art. 3 RM 1622-99

Art. 5 RM 1622-99 Art. RM 1622-010

DEMI-SEASON

MILLENNIUM 

Art. RM 1557-010 / 903
One size
Summer
80% polyester, 20% cotton
   

The Remington Millennium Baseball Cap is a great 
accessory that will help to complete your look. The model 
has a patch on the front, and a special worn effect, 
adjustment at the back will help to correct the volume

MILLENNIUM 

Art. RM 1557-922/991/993/995/997
One size
Summer
100% Polyester
   

The Remington Millennium Baseball Cap is a great 
accessory that will help to complete your look. The model 
has a patch on the front, and a special worn effect, 
adjustment at the back will help to correct the volume

Art. RM 1557-010 Art. RM 1557-903

Art. RM 1557-922 Art. RM 1557-991 Art. RM 1557-993

Art. RM 1557-995 Art. RM 1557-997

SUMMER
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SUMMER
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MOVEMENT 

Art. RM 1558-903
Sizes S/M L/XL
Summer
100% nylon

Comfortable Panama Remington will perfectly protect 
from the sun and provide comfort during fishing, 
hunting, walking around the city.

SIGNAL  

Art. RM 1549-306
Sizes S/M L/XL
Summer
100% nylon

Double-sided Remington Signal green/orange cap, a 
universal model for hunting enthusiasts. The model has 
two sides: Green for everyday use, and Orange, the 
perfect option for stand hunting

SUMMER

Art. RR 6602-991

LARGE HUNTING

Art. RR 6602-991
RR 6604-993 / 995 / 997 / 903
45 liters
100% Polyester

The Remington backpack is a spacious and practical product that will serve you for a long time. The model is perfect for hunting, fishing, and tourism. 
The material of the product is not afraid of moisture. The model has several main compartments, all of which are closed with a zipper. The Remington 
backpack is equipped with fixing straps. The model has comfortable straps that you adjust according to your parameters.  

Art. RR 6604-993 Art. RR 6604-995 Art. RR 6604-997Art. RR 6604-903

DEMI-SEASON
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DEMI-SEASON
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BOXERS

Art. RH 1900-306
Size M-2XL
95% cotton, 5% elastane

Remington men's long boxers are made of cotton with the addition 
of elastane. They fit well to the body, have excellent 
thermoregulation, are easy to stretch and retain their shape.

Art. RH 1901-307

   

A set of men's boxers with an open waistband, made 
from stretchy cotton. 3 different designs per pack.

Art. RH 1901-013

   

Art. RH 1901-406

   

REMINGTON  (SET OF 3 PCS)
Art. RH 1901-013/307/406
Size M-2XL
95% cotton, 5% elastane

DEMI-SEASON DEMI-SEASON

Remington socks are designed for outdoor enthusiasts. A specially 
selected composition provides optimal thermoregulation, moisture 
removal, and wear resistance. Cotton for softness and comfort, 
polyester for moisture wicking and durability, and elastane for a 
comfortable fit

Art. UB 1012-013 / 160 / 903
Size 40–43, 43–46
40 DEN
80% cotton, 17% polyester, 3% elastane.
   

Art. UB 1012-013 Art. UB 1012-160 Art. UB 1012-903

Art. UB 1011-100
Size 40-43 43-46
40 DEN
80% cotton, 17% polyester, 3% elastane

Remington socks are a comfortable and practical option 
for hunting, fishing, hiking, and everyday wear. Made 
from 80% cotton, 17% polyester, and 3% elastane. They 
perfectly absorb moisture, so in winter and summer, you 
will not feel discomfort.

HUNTING THIN  

Art. UB 1011-100

HUNTING SOCKS 
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WINTER

SHADOW TREK 600G
The Shadow Trek 600 Figure boots are a practical option for winter hunting and outdoor activities. 
The model is made of modern nylon, additionally reinforced with inserts of Thermoplastic 
polyurethane (TPU). This is a modern polymeric material with increased elasticity that reliably 
protects against mechanical damage. The inner lining of the waterproof membrane provides 
protection from getting wet. Lightweight outsole and EVA for a comfortable ride.

Art. Shadow Trek 600 Figure
Size 41-46
Winter
Upper Material: Polyester + TPU
Lining Material: Waterproof Lining + 600g Thinsulate
Outsole: EVA + Rubber
    

SPEED STRIKE 
The Speed Strike Black boots are a versatile model, suitable for outdoor activities in the 
countryside, as well as for urban wear. Boots are made of durable, wear-resistant nylon. The 
waterproof inner lining protects from getting wet. A dual-layer outsole made from a combination 
of EVA and rubber provides comfort to the feet and reliable traction. Thinsulate 200g insulation 
provides comfort in cold temperatures.

Art. RB 2912-010
Size 41-46
Winter
Upper Material: Nylon
Waterproof lining + 200g Thinsulate
Outsole: EVA + Rubber
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THERMO 8
The Remington Thermo 8 Black New boots are a great option for cold winters. The model is 
made of modern artificial nubuck with high wear resistance. The inner lining of the waterproof 
membrane provides reliable protection against getting wet. The dual-layer outsole combines 
elastic rubber for increased abrasion resistance and improved traction with a modern EVA 
material for lightness and cushioning.

Art. Thermo 8 Black New
Size 41-46
Winter
Upper Material: Synthetic Nubuck
Waterproof Lining + 200g Thinsulate
Outsole: EVA + Rubber

COMFORT TREKKING  
The Waterproof membrane guarantees waterproof and breathable properties. The Thinsulate 
200-gram insulation is exceptionally thin, lightweight, and durable. Microfibers retain body heat 
and do not absorb water. Recommended for high levels of activity. The TPU sole is highly resistant 
to mechanical impact and wear and has good heat resistance. Footwear with a TPU sole is 
comfortable to wear - you can walk all day without your feet getting tired by evening.

Art. RB 2936-305
Size 41-46
Winter
Upper materials: Suede + polyester
Waterproof Lining + 200g Thinsulate
Outsole: EVA+TPU

WINTER

ICE GRIP BOOTS
These all-terrain boots offer comfort and reliability with a good grip while remaining comfortable 
for quick movements or extended walks in challenging conditions. The upper material is treated 
with a water-repellent impregnation, and the 3M Thinsulate 200-gram insulation provides effective 
cold insulation. The TPU sole is highly resistant to mechanical impact and wear, with good heat 
resistance. The exclusive sole is designed to prevent slipping and features the unique ICE GRIP 
technology

Art. RB 2937-010
Size 41-46
Winter
Upper Material: Synthetic Leather + Polyester
Waterproof lining + 200g Thinsulate
Outsole: TPU (Ice Grip)

SHADOW TREK
The Shadow boots are a practical option for winter hunting and outdoor activities. The model is made 
of modern nylon, additionally reinforced with inserts of Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU). This is a 
modern polymeric material with increased elasticity that reliably protects against mechanical 
damage. The inner lining of the waterproof membrane provides protection from getting wet. 
Lightweight outsole and EVA for a comfortable ride.

Art. Shadow Trek Figure
Size 41-46
Demi-season
Upper Material: Polyester+TPU
Lining Material: Waterproof Lining
Sole: EVA+Rubber

DEMI-SEASON / WINTER
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SPEED STRIKE 
The Speed Strike Black boots are a universal model, suitable for outdoor activities in the 
countryside, as well as for urban wear. Boots are made of strong and durable nylon. The 
waterproof inner lining protects from getting wet. A dual-layer outsole made from a 
combination of EVA and rubber provides comfort to the feet and reliable traction.

Art. RB 2911-010
Size 41-46
Demi-season
Upper Material: Nylon
Waterproof Lining
Outsole: EVA + Rubber

OUTDOOR TREKKING 
Remington Outdoor Trekking boots in suede and wear resistant mesh. The waterproof 
membrane provides excellent vapor evacuation and moisture protection. The anti-
static multi-component non-slip sole provides thermal insulation when in contact with 
cold and heated surfaces. Boots with a high level of protection against mechanical 
impact, designed for use in hot and temperate climates.

Art. RB 19067-013 / 209 / 903
Size 41-47
Upper Materials: Suede Leather + Mesh
Outsole: EVA + Rubber
Waterproof lining
Demi-season Art. RB 19067-013

Аrt. UB 19067-209

Аrt. UB 19067-903

Аrt. UB 19067-013

DEMI-SEASON

TREKKING  
The Remington Trekking Boots keep you comfortable on the go. The combination of suede 
leather and durable mesh ensures durability and breathability. The waterproof membrane lining 
keeps your feet dry with brief contact with water. The durable trekking outsole guarantees a 
secure grip on any surface. EVA material is used in the sole to reduce the load when walking. 
Camouflage inserts in boots help create a complete set with outerwear.

Art. UB 19066-209 / 903
Size 41-47
Upper materials: Suede leather + mesh.
Outsole: EVA + Rubber
Waterproof lining
Demi-season Art. RB 19066-209

Аrt. UB 19066-209

Аrt. UB 19066-903

URBAN TREKKING  
The Remington Urban Trekking Black boots are a comfortable shoe option for both sports and 
everyday wear. The boots are made from durable, breathable mesh with additional TPU 
reinforcement. Waterproof lining protects short-term exposure to water. The sole consists of two 
materials: EVA - reduces the overall weight of the boots and provides cushioning properties to 
reduce stress and ensure foot comfort;
Multi-directional tread rubber on the bottom protects against wear and provides a secure grip.

Art. UB 19068-010
Size 41-47
Upper Materials: Mesh + TPU
Outsole: EVA + Rubber
Waterproof Lining
Demi-season

DEMI-SEASON
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MILITARY STYLE  
Remington Boots Military Style Green are designed for outdoor enthusiasts during the summer 
and demi-seasons. The extended upper and high lacing of the model ensure a secure fit on the 
foot. The model is made from durable, wear-resistant nylon combined with suede fabric. The 
sole is crafted from lightweight polyurethane (PU), which also protects the sides of the product 
from mechanical damage. The sole features a rubber overlay on the bottom, providing 
protection against wear and ensuring a secure grip on surfaces. Waterproofing is provided by 
the inner lining made of waterproof membrane.

Art. RB 4435-306
Size 41-46
Demi-season
Upper materials: Nylon + suede
Outsole: EVA + Rubber
Waterproof Lining

EXPECTED RESULT
The Remington Expected Result shoes — are specially designed for fishing and outdoor enthusiasts in 
the summer. The front part of the model is made of a special mesh, which provides air circulation and 
eliminates overheating of the legs. The additional fabric is provided inside the model to protect it 
from sand and dust. The back of the boots is made of neoprene, the material stretches well, due to 
which the boots are comfortable to put on. The EVA outsole is lightweight and has excellent 
cushioning to reduce stress when walking. Fishing enthusiasts can use them in the water without fear 
of damaging their legs.

Art. FM 0020-010
Size 41-47
Summer
Upper material: Textile
Lining Material: Polyester
Sole: EVA

DEMI-SEASON DEMI-SEASON

RUBBER BOOTS CAMO 
Rubber boots with a contrasting neoprene insert for rainy and cloudy weather. The lining is 
made of 6mm thick thermal insulating neoprene. The three-layer sole provides comfort, 
shock absorption, and slip resistance and consists of three components:
1)Polyurethane
2)A special EVA layer with numerous small isolated air cells
3)Rubber resistant to low temperatures. 

Art. RF 2605-991
Size 41-46
Demi-season
Upper Material: Rubber + Neoprene
Outsole: PU + EVA + rubber
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NOTES

H

SIZES
JACKETS

TROUSERS

Take all measurements of your figure. Take measurements 
accurately without leaving a margin. While designing and 
manufacturing hunting clothes, we take into account 
sufficient freedom in accordance with your size and type of 
clothing. If you prefer clothes to sit on you freely, please 
choose one size larger.

Don't rely on the world size standards.

Different reproducers offer varied standards and sizes. If your 
waist is 105 and particular pants waist is 102 or 108, we 
recommend to choose bigger size. Most of Remington 
clothes has extra regulators for exactly ascertainment of size 
for maximal comfort.

Size

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

A

Chest, cm

89-96

96-104

106-114

114-124

124-127

127-132

132-136

B

Waist ,cm

74-85 

85-89

89-93

93-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

C

Hips, cm

88-98

98-104

104-109

109-114

114-120

120-126

126-130

D

Neck, cm

36-39

39-41

41-44

44-46

46-69

49-51

51-53

F

Arm lenght, cm

61

63

64

65

65

66

66

Size

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

H

Inside Leg, cm

79

80,5

82

83,5

85

86,5

88

B

Waist ,cm

74-85 

85-89

89-93

93-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

C

Hips ,cm

88-98

98-104

104-109

109-114

114-120

120-126

126-130
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FOOTWEAR

EUR

 US

Foot lenght, mm

42

9

270

46

12

300

39A

6,5 

245

42,5

9,5

275

47,5

13

310

39,5B

7

250 

43

10

280

40

7,5

255

44

10,5

285

41

8

260

45

11

290

41,5

8,5

265

45,5

11,5

295

A

If you are between two sizes, select a larger size. 
We do not recommend measuring foot in the morning. Usually the legs swell slightly in the evening 
due to the heat and stress. It is better to measure foot in the evening.

Sudex OU
Estonia
Vana-Narva mnt. 3, 74114, Maardu
Phone: +372 57705700
+372 57502255
+372 56466978
www.sudex.eu

..
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